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AFRICANIZATitN IN NIGERIA A f 'l'IMULUS TO CONSTITUTIONAL
EVOLUTION, 1947 TO 1954
Statement of Problem: Some American, some British and
some African writers say that Nigeria is ready for selfgovernment now while some say that Nigeria is not ready.
Purpose: In light of the reactions of concerning Nigeria's
self-government, this study seeks to answer the following
questions.
1. Is Nigeria ready for self-government despite the fact
that some argue that there are yet very few educated persons
in Nigeria and tht to let Nigeria govern herself will be to
hand over the mass of the Nigerian population to the small
educated minority?
2. To what extent has constitutional changes paved the way
for Nigeria's self-government?
3. Has the constitutional changes in Nigeria paved way to
rapid development?
·
4. Is the White Man through in Nigeria?
Sunvnary: In light of the writer's study concerning the
diff~rent views of some African, some American ard some
British writers about whet~r or not Nigeria is ready for
self-government now, it is his belief that Nigeria is ready
for self-government now or never. It is the contention of
the writer that Nigeria has enough educated citizens to
govern the country if she gets her self-government now, and
will gradually educau. · !!,ore citizens to take their seats
in the administrative system of the country. It is a
further contention of the writer that the fact that Nigerians
who were given a chance in the administrative system proved
themselves able leaders, has brought changes in the Constitution of Nigeria. He also believes that these changes in
the Consitution have helped in the rapid developments in:
education, agriculture, health, communication and transportation.
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2
British from tbe control of the colony, that when time 1s
ripe for the colony's self-government the British will not
lose, but remain in the good will ethical, economic, and
political advantages.

l

An American visitor to Nigeria and England stated that
under a federal constitution promulgated in 1951, Nigeria
seems to be driving hard toward self-government, along the
same boisterous lines as its rival-neighbor, Prime Minister
NkrUI1ah's Gold Coast, and that Nigeria by all indications
will gain her independence by 1956.

2

In 1948 Herbert Morrison, Lord President, said:

'\fe

1

must wipe out the word exploitation and put it among the
antiques with 'Piracy' and 'Slavery.'

The question remains

are the British still exploiting Nigeria or has she stopped
to give way to the dawn of Nigeria's self-government?" 3
In 1948 the spokesmen out of the delegates from Nigeria

to the London Conference did not waste time in stating the
Nigerians' grievances.

Oba Aderemi and the Oni of Ife

stated that Nigeria needs higher prices for her products,
1 Ibid, p. 92.
2 nBloodshed in Nigeria" Time, Vol. LXI, No. 22, (March,
1953), p. 33.
-

3Herbert Morrison, "C.ouncil of Chiefs" News Week, Vol.
32, Part 2, (October-December, 1948), p. 41+
-

3
more speed in carrying out development plans, equipment ,
more capital

more technical experts, more co~sumer goods ,

better food, good water supply and self - government, now .

1

South Africa ' s Stern Old Prime Minister, Daniel Halan,
in 1953 called Gold Coast and Nigeria experiment "ridiculous"
and

11

a disastrous step for Africa . 11 2

In a further statement

he said:
How can illiterate people with so little civilization
•••• govern themselves? It can 1 t be done
It leads
to chaos, and chaos leads to dictatorship or return to
barbarison . If other African native territories demand with the same success what the Negroes in Gold
Coast and Nigeria have gained, it means the expulsion
of the white man from everywhere between South Africa
and the Sahara ~3
An English writer stated that in Nigeria, nationalist
hot-heads ponder the strange prophecies of United States
educated Dr . Nnamdi Azikiwe, the man who through his powerful
political ability became the Prime lfinister for the Central
region.

He sets forth bis theme by saying that by 2944,

Black Africa will have destroyed the armies of Europe, brought
the United States to the verge of extinction, and that black
missionaries will be preaching the arts of peace in darkest
1 Ibid, pp . 45-46 .
2Danicl Malan, "Road to Chaos" ~
(June, 1953), pp . 24- 25.
3Ibid, pp . 26-27 .

, Vol . LXI, No . 6,

Europe.

1

In the London Conference of 1953, Mr. Oliver Lythelton
then Secretary of State for the colonies said:
To foster the progress of the ten year development
plan as stated in the Constitution, we will see to
it that more schools be established in the Northern
Nigeria as soon as possible to avoid difficulties 2
in 1956 when Nigeria will get her self- govern.~ent .
In the London Conference of 1947 Mr . Creech Jones, Secretary of State for the Colonies said:

''lie have started to

rebuild our colonies and we must have to do it all the way.
We mu.st set up good higher educational program for Nigeria,
and thereby be able to produce faster more able leaders for
Nigeria. n3
In the parliamentary meeting of June, 1950, the Colonial
Secretary said:

'~ie have seen the great progress made by the

Nigerian leaders on the administrative staff and we shall
consider Nigeria ' s self- government after trying out this con4
stitution for a period of ten years . "
During the academic year 1950- 1951 Dr. Kenneth Mellanby,
O.B.E., the Principal of Ibadan University, made a commendable address in which he said:

"Our aim is to produce many

1 "Nationalist Hot - heads of Nigeria" Time, Vol . LXI, No .
7, (January, 1953), p. 28 .
2The Nigeria Handbook, (Government Printer, Lagos,

Nigeria';-1953), p . 119 .
3Ibid, p. 120

4Parliamentary Debate - Special Report House of Commons,
s Stationary Office,
1950-195U, p . 1962 .

5th Series, Vol. 472, (London, His Majesty

5
medical doctors in Nigeria and thereby, help prepare Nigeria
for self government . 111
The honourable Chief Awolowo in Lagos Conference of 1949
said:

"We the Nigerians want complete independence now so

that we may be able to fully educate more of our young people
to take their seats in the administrative system of the country.

The fact that we are ready for self- government has been

demonstrated by the leadership of the Nigerian participants
in the government of Nigeria .

In short, West Africa is ready

for self- goverllI!lent, for the Gold Coast Prime Minister has
demonstrated that Africa can be governed by Africans . 112

1 Ib1d, 1963 .
2constitutional Progress In The Federation of Nigeria,
(London, Central Office of Information, 1949- 195'5), p . 10.
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PURPOSE
In light of the reaction of some Americans, some Africans and some British writers there arise these questions:
Firstly, is Nigeria ready for self-government despite the
fact t hat some argue that there are yet very few educated
persons in Nigeria and that to let Nigeria govern herself
will be to hand over the mass of the Nigerian population to
the s mall educated minority?

Secondly, to what extent have

cons t i t utional changes paved the way for Nigeria's selfgovernment?

Thirdly, have the constitutional changes in

Nigeria paved way to rapid developments in Nigeria?
ly, is the white man through in Nigeria.

Final-

7

SCOPE

This study covers the period from 1947 to 1954, along
wit h the background of government of Nigeria from 1900 to

1946. From 1900 when the British took over the administration of Nigeria up to December 31, 1946 the system of government was Native Administration or Indirect Rule.

The writer

has chosen to begin with 1947 because of the Richards Constitution which was introduced in November 191+6, but went
' into operation on January 1, 1947 marking out the system of
Indir ect Rule.

This Constitutional change began the move

toward Self-government.
There were many changes in the Constitution in 1951
and 1954.

The writer then closes with 1954 because this

was the time the British and Nigerian leaders reached an
agreement that there will not be any further Constitutional
changes until 1956 at which time any region that wishes to
get her Self-government may get it.

8

METHODS OF STUDY
The writer has used the topical method in the presentation of the materials in this paper.

He has tried to place

the events in chronological order so that the events fall in
their proper time sequence.
SOURCES OF MATERIALS
The materials used in the presentation of this paper
have been gathered from the following sources:
1.

Parliamentary Debates and reports

2.

Reports of the House of Commons and Lords

3.

Colonial reports

4. Official reports sent to the writer by the Nigeria
Liaison, along with official reports sent to him by the
British information services in England and America .

5.

Books

6.

Magazines, periodicals and pamphlets
The writer has used the W.R. Banks Library, University

of Texas Library, University of Kansas Library, Kansas City
Public Library and Library of Congress.

9

DEFINITION OF TERMS
l.

Indirect Rule

.Q!:

Local Native Administration is that

system of government in which the chiefs and their
councils, under the guidance of British officials,
learn to rule acco~ding to enlightened standards of
humanity and justice, but within the framework of their
own tribal or state organizations.
2.

Richards Constitution is the constitution introduced in
Nigeria in November 1946 by Sir Arthur Richards then
governor of Nigeria and went into operation on January
1, 1947.

3.

Constitution may be defined as the fundamental organic
law or principles of government of a nation, state,
society, or other organized body of men, embodied in
written documents, or implied in institutions and
customs; also, a written instrument embodying such organic law.

4. Province is an administrative division of a country.
In Nigeria each province is administered by a supreme
head known as the Resident.

5.

Colonialism is the control of the political, economic
and social destiny of a state or territory by another
state.

This may be done in either a warlike or com-

mercial manner, through negotiation, or a combination
of all of these.

10

6.

Tribe is a group of people who live in the sane region
speaking the same language, and have the same customs
and costume.

For an example, in Nigeria the Eastern

Region is the Ibo Tribe.

7. Africanization

is wider participation of native Negro

Africans in the administration of government and political lif'e.

8.

Self -government is governnent in which the natives of
a country govern their country independent of any out-

sMe p~ff.

11

HYPOTHESIS

In light of the writer's study concerning the different
views of some African, some American and some British writers
about whether or not Nigeria is ready for Self-governnent
nm,,, it is his belief that Nigeria is ready for Self-government now or never .

It is the contention of the writer that

Nigeria has enough educated citizens to govern the country
if she gets her Self-governI'.lent now, and will gradually
educate more citizens to take their seats in the administrative system of the country.

It is a further contention of

the writer that the fact that the Nigerians who were given
a chance in the administrative system proved themselves able
leaders, has brought about changes in the Constitution of
Nigeria.

He also believes that these changes in the Con-

stitution have helped in the rapid developments in:

edu-

cation, agriculture, health, communication and transportation.

CHAPTER II
COLONIALISM AND NATIVE RULE

A.

The Decline of Modern Colonialism

Colonialism has been in progress in different forms
throughout history.

The control of the political, economic

and social destiny of a state or territory by another state
constitutes colonialism. 1 This may be done in either a warlike or commercial manner or through negotiation or a combination of all of these .

There are different forms of it

based on the degree of control and the circumstances surround-ing the situation.

Modern colonialism in the West dates back

to the discovery of America and in the East to the discovery
of the sea route round the Cape of Good Hope to India and
the Far East .

2

The major colonial powers have different colonial policies and objectives.

The British Colonial System since the

declaration of American Independence aims at developing the
colonies into independent states within the British orbit,
with assimilated British culture and traditions .

The French,

on the other hand, aim at the ultimate assimilation of the

xv,

1 John Davis, "Colonialism and World Peace" Time, Vol.
No . 6, O{ay, 195l+), p . 21 .
2

Ibid, p . 22.
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13
colonies into the French Union as integral parts of it.

The

Portuguese adopted a pattern very similar to that of the
French varying only in the method of approach.

The Belgian

policy is Paternalistic, striving to improve the natives
health, his economic skills and his income, but gives him
little general education and little or no political responsibility.1
During the past ten years, several millions of subject
people of the world have attained full independence from
their big, strong rulers.
live in colonies and

Of these, over 175 million people ·

25 million live in trust territories.

2

The British Colonial Empire stretches over the tropics
from the West Indies across the African Continent to the
islands of the Pacific.

In it live some

in almost fifty different territories.

65 million people
Only a small frac-

tion of these people are of European stock; the rest are
colored people.

Two-thirds of them are Africans and most

of the remaining third are Asians.

Though 43 million in-

habitants of British Africa are all Africans, they spring
from widely differing stocks, speaking many different
tongues and are at all sorts of different levels of culture
and intelligence.3
1William H. Forcholima

"The World Affairs" Quarterly
Newsletter, Vol .. l, No. l, iJanuary-March, 1955), pp. 13-14.
2 Ibid, p.

15.

3Jina Willian, "Africa and the World" Quarterly News-

letter, Vol. 2, No. 2, (April-May, 1955), p. 2.

-

14
France, which has long enjoyed a reputation of being
more liberal, owns over four million square miles of colonial
property in Africa, more than any other power including Britain.

She owns also such important territories as Guadeloupe,

Martinique and New Caledonia.

The other two members of the

Imperial Big Four are Portugal and Belgium, whose largest
1
colonial possessions are also in Africa.
The broad line of present policy in the British dependencies over-seas in the present decade is being modified in
the light of changing conditions and influences in the world.
It is being directed more and more to bringing the dependent
territories to Self-governing responsibility within the
commonweal th.

Whether this is done right or not this is sup-

posed to be the plan.

To that end an evolutionary process

towards more liberal representative and responsible political
institutionsis going on.

Other colonial powers are slowly

weakening the bonds of imperialism in their dependent territories as well, owing to the pressure put on them by the
2
Colonies .
In the early days of British colonial expansion the dependencies were generally administered by a Governor alone
whose authority was supreme, subject only to the approval of
1 Ibid, p. 3.

2J. Alvarez Del Vayo "Colonialism Under Fire " The
Nation, Vol. IX, No. 2, (iebruary, 1954), pp. 20-2i. -

15
the Colonial Secretary .

As the colonies developed, the Gover-

nor was assisted by a nominated council composed of the chief
British officers .

Changing conditions necessitated a change

in the adtlinistration and improvement was effected .

The

Governor and his Council then had the assistance of a legislature consisting of local members who were at first appointed and with further development became elected .

1

Again prevailing conditions threw the new system out of
balance and another advancement was made

This took the form

of a nominated Legislative Council as an Upper House, and a
Legislative Assembly entirely elected, somewhat on the lines
of the British House of Commons .

These two bodies formed

the Executive Council and are still appointed to a large extent.

2

As the colonies advanced politically it became neces sary to adopt a form of responsible government in some of the
dependencies .

In this new form the Legislative Council is

transformed into a cabinet or Board of Ministers representing
the majority party of a fully developed parliament and guides
and advises the Governor in practically every aspect of internal policy effecting the territory .

Responsibility former -

ly vested in the Governor is now assumed by the ministers who
are directly answerable to the people .

Above this comes the

1M. Hornaday, "Nations Move to Free Union" United World
Federalists, Vol . 3, No. 3, (August, 1949), pp. 2-3 .
2 Ibid, p. 4.
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status of a dominion with complete self- rule
aim of every British dependency .

the ultimate

1

All these levels of political developments are still
well represented in the British system today .

From time to

time the dependencies climb the ladder of political development as they become matured.

A typical example of recent

constitutional advance is provided by the Gold Coast which
has at present an all-African Parliament headed by an African
Prime Minister Nkrumah, elected in 1952.

Similarly in Ni-

geria, which adopted a federal constitution in 1951, the
Federal Council of _Ministers is practically all African and
legislature is composed of elected Africans .

Both countries

have had recent constitutional changes and are laying plans

for further changes .

Jamaica, Trinidad, Malaya, so far as

the writer has investigated, are examples of the application
of the same basic principles at different stages of development in different parts of the world; while Malta, which has
progressed further than any of these territories has been
internally Self-governing since 1947.

Kenya and Uganda of-

fer examples of unofficial majorities composed of multi- racial elements, although the Africans are not well represented .
History_teaches that in the majority of cases once a
territory is acquired it is retained by the colonial power
10Trust Territories" United Nations Vol . 3, No . 2,
(December, 1954), pp . 23-28 .
2

1.h!.9:, pp . 29-30.

2

17
for as long as it is politically feasible to do so.

l

The

multiplicity of the functions of a dependency to the metropolitan power renders this practice inevitable.

Colonies

serve several economic and military purposes as well as provide room for surplus population and also maintain the prestigc and negotiating ability of the metropolitan power.

2

Throughout colonial history, wherever any marked political advancement has been made by the dependent peoples they
have had to struggle bitterly to gain it; either in a violent
or non-violent manner, often sacrificing many lives and much
money.

Typical examples of this occured in the history of

colonial America, India, Indo-China, and Indianesia where
these colonies felt that they could no longer accept for
their countries the inferior status of a colony. 3
Continuity with change, but without revolution, has been
the British political formula for the Commonwealth.

The evo-

lution of the Commonwealth was one of the consequences of
the Amer ican Revolution in 1776e

In a broad historical sense

the Commonwealth is the lesson that the British drew from the
revolution.

The Crown is the supreme executive in the United

Kingdom and in all the dominions, but acts on the advice of
111 council Action on Visiting Missions Report" United
Nation, Vol. 7, No. 19, (August, 1949), p. 41+.
'
2 Ibid, p.

45.

311 The Reaction of. the dependent peoples", United Nations,
Vol. 9, No. 21, (August, 1953), p. 40.

18
the different ministers within the different constitutional
.
1
units .
Furthermore, imperialism with its accompanying economic
and social impact sows the seeds of its own destruction-nationalism.

This has been true even in ancient times, and

today it is considered by many as the greatest single factor
causing the collapse of the imperial system.

2

The North Atlantic Organization and the United Nations
are among the agencies contributing to the destruction of imperialism.

They are moulding world opinion against coloni-

alism and race superiority.

3

Clause three of the North Atlantic Charter reads as
follows:

"They respect the right of all peoples to choose
4
t e form of goverl1.I!lent under which they may live .
The

Charter is thus very strongly discouraging the practice of
any form of forcible control of the destiny of one country
by another . 5
In chapter XI of the United Nations Charter all colonial
powers who are members of the United Nations accept as a
1 Ibid, p . 41 .
2

nunited Kingdom Dependencies" The Nation, Vol . IX 7 No .

12, (July, 1952), p . 23 .

3 Ibid, p . 24 .
4 nunited Kingdom Dependencies" The Nation
16, (May, 1951), p. 28 .

5Ibid, p. 29 .

Vol .

x,

No.
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"Sacred trust" the responsibility of promoting the economic,
political and social welfare of their dependencies .

They

submit annual reports on their progress to the United Nations .
The General Assembly is becoming increasingly concerned about
the obligation of these colonial powers to their dependencies,
to the extent that recently, arrangements have been reached
whereby the United Nations will now send visiting missions to
those dependencies to help in developing them into political
and economic independence .

1

Dependent peoples of the world have discovered that their
natural resources of man power , economic wealth, strategic
positions could give them a great political might .

With this

knowledge they developed a growing spirit of self determination which is destructive to the' colonial system.

The exis-

tence of this situation greatly accounts for the rapid decline
2
of colonialism both in Asia and Africa .
B.

Native Participation Movement in Nigeria Before
the Constitution of

12i2•

Before the Constitution of 1947 which is known as Richards
Constitution, the country operated on what is known as the
Local Government or Indirect Rule .

With the exception of the

larger towns, the country was divided into local government
areas administered by Native Authorities .

The system took

111United Nation at Work", United Nation, Vol . 12, No. 23,

(May, 1954), p . 20 .

211 Trust Territories" United nations, Vol .

(March, 1951), p . 15

6, No . 3,

20

its origin in the principles of "Indirect Rule" introduced
into Northern Nigeria, by Lord Lugard, then governor of Nigeria, where the Native Authorities consisted of the chiefs
and councils discharging the local supervision.

This was

done with the assistance and advice of the British administra t ive staff.

These authorities were responsible for the

peace and good order of their respective areas, in so far as
persons legally subjected to their jurisdiction were concerned.

Heads of districts and villages, each answerable through

his superior for the area in his charge, completed the chain
of ex ecutive responsibility.

They, together with the Native

Authority's Courts, prison and police were financed by the
Native Treasury, into which is paid its share of the taxes
that was collected, as well as the total receipts of its
cour t s and various minor fees.

The revenue and expenditure

of ea ch Native Treasury were shown in the annual estimates. 1
This local government also undertook such services as
their means permitted with the technical branches supervised
by government officers of the appropriate departments, paid
by t he central government.

Hospitals, dispensaries, schools,

roads and motor transport were maintained in this way, and
sone of the larger administrations embarked on the public
supply of electricity and water, and had their own survey
Lrowards Self-Government in the British Colonies (British Information Services, New York, 1950), pp. 23-24.
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and printing departments.

1

In the Western and Eastern Provinces the greater diversity in the origins of customs, and degrees of development of
the people, and in the antecedents of their governing organizations led to much variation in the constitution and operation of the native authorities.

Some, conparatively well

organized units controlling their own treasuries, undertook
maintaining public works of various degrees of magnitude, and
passing subsidiary legislation for purposes such as sanitation, the control of markets, and the licensing of bicycles .
In other areas the most appropriate constitution for the Native Administration has not yet been determined , and many services, which were elsewhere undertaken by the local authorities, were the responsibility of central Government . 2
As time went on a system of local government bodies,
called County, District and Local Councils was introduced in
the Eastern provinces.
Outside rural areas the two main urban centers were Lagos and Port-Harcourt, where local administration on the
usual municipal model was carried on by Town Councils .

Small-

er centres, such as Kaduna and Jos were administered as town1 Ibid, p. 25 .
2Britannica Yearbook , "Government in Nigeria", (Encyclopedia Britannica Inc . , Chicago, 1946), pp. 153-154.
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ships, under a local authority.

1

The year 1946 saw the introduction of a completely new
constitution in Nigeria, as in the Gold Coast, ruling out the
Native Administration.

Although the elected unofficial mem-

bers of the previous Legislative Council had not, on the whole,
expressed any strange views about constitutional reform, vigorous criticisms had been made by African groups outside the
Council .

The main pressure in favor of changes came , however,

from the official side (British officials) particularly from
the Governor, Sir Arthur Richards, now Lord Milverton, who
was convinced that the time was ripe for a change in the administrative system of Nigeria, to allow more native participations, since the Nigerian leaders along with the chiefs

have proved themselves worthy leaders .

The introduction of

this new constitution took place in 1946 and became effective
on January 1, 1947 which brought to an end the Native Administration or Indirect Rule system of government in Nigeria and
allowed more native active participations in the administra.
. .2
t ive
sys t em i n N.igeria

1The Parliamentary Debates : House of Commons Official
Reports , 5th Serie~i Vol . 433, (His Majesty's Stationary
Office, London, 1940- 1947) , pp . 1115-1119.
2

Ibid, p . 1120.

CHAPTER III
THE INTRODUCTION OF RICHARDS CONSTITUTION 1947-1950,
AS A RESULT OF THE PROGRESS OF
. AFRICA!HZATION IN NIGERIA AS REVEALED IN:
A. Administration
In October, 191+6 His Majesty's Government recognized a
forthcoming trouble in Nigeria caused by the proposal made
by Sir Arthur Richards, G.C.M.G., then governor of Nigeria
for a new constitution.

The native leaders showed dislike

for the proposal of the new constitution by writing several
articles against it~

To avoid any further trouble, the

colonial secretary scheduled a conference for November, 1946
to be held in London.

The purpose for this meeting was to

hear why Sir Richards made proposal for new cons ti tut ion
and to know why the Nigerians felt that they did not like
it.

At the opening of the London Conference held in Novem-

ber, 1946, Sir Arther Richards in defense to his proposal
for Nigeriars new constitution said that the time was ripe
for a change in the Constitution of Nigeria, since the already tried leaders have proved thenselves worthy leaders;
and that this new cons ti tut ion would allow more native participation.

1

1Parliamentary Debates : House of Commons, 5th Series,
Vol. 430, (His Majesty's Stationary Office, London, 1946-

1947), p . 1112
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Sir Richards explaining the areas in which these Nigerian leaders have demonstrated worthy leadership abilities,
said that these leaders had worked faithfully as:

education

officers, post and telegraph officers, as the police force in
maintaining peace and order, as district officers, in the
legislative department, as labor officers, and as health officers .

Above all the chiefs had done excellent jobs in the

administration of the local government . 1
After series of arguments on the proposal for new constitution , it was finally agreed upon that the constitution
be tried for a period of ten years.

This constitution after-

we.rds became knoun as the Richards Constitution, since Sir
Richards was the one who introduced it .

The Richards Con-

stitution became effective on January 1, 1947.

It was the

first constitution that allowed many Nigerians to participate fully in shaping up the government .

It was marked with

a change and advance in Nigeria . 2
It sets up a Regional Council for the Eastern Provinces
modeled after the one in the Western Provinces of Nigeria .
The Eastern Regional Council had a single House of Assembly
consisting of 29 to 32 members, of whom 15 to 18 were unofficial members who were persons of African descent domiciled

1Ibid, p . 1113.
2Parliamentary Debates :

House of Commons 1 5th Series,
Vol . 434, (His Majesty's Stationary Office, London, 19461947), pp . 461- 462
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Sir Richards explaining the areas in which these Nigerian leaders had demonstrated worthy leadership abilities,
said that these leaders had worked faithfully as:

education

officers, post and telegraph officers, as the police force in
maintaining peace and order, as district officers, in the
legislative department, as labor officers, and as health officers.

Above all the chiefs had done excellent jobs in the

administration of the local government .

1

After series of arguments on the proposal for a new constitution, it was finally agreed upon that the constitution
be tried for a period of ten years .

This constitution after-

wards became known as the Richards Constitution, since Sir
Richards was the one who introduced it.

The Richards Con-

stitution became effective on January 1, 1947 .

It was the

first constitution that allowed many Nigerians to participate fully in shaping up the government .

It was marked with

. Ni geria
. .2
a c hange and a d vance in

It set up a Regional Council for the Eastern Provinces

modeled after the one in the Western Provinces of Nigeria .
The Eastern Regional Council had a single House of Assembly
consisting of 29 to 32 members, of who:c:i 15 to 18 were unofficial members who were persons of African descent domiciled
1 Ibid, p . 1113 .
Vol.

2Parliamentary Debates :

House of CoIIII!lons, 5th Series,

434, {His Majesty 1 s Stationary Office, London, 1946-

1947), pp . 46l-l~62 .
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in Nigeria, ten to thirteen were selected by Native Authorities, and five were nominated by the Governor to represent
important interests not otherwise represented .

1

The Richards Constitution had a ten year development
plan, which was set up for developing Nigeria into a modern
country .

The development plan was designed to secure progress

in the areas of public health, education, agriculture, cotmIU.nication and transportation .

It was planned that the Nigerian

Government would pay a part and the Colonial Government would
pay a part of the cost for the development of the country .
It provided that the budgeting committee should meet and set
out funds for education so that promising young men who could
not go to further their education because of financial problems should be helped to do so in order to assist in the mass
education of the Nigerians .

It was planned that a scholar-

ship fund be set aside for the training of medical doctors,
agriculturalists, and administrators .

It was planned that a

sum of money be set aside for building better roads , constructing better and more air fields and for better water
supply in Nigeria both in the urban and rural areas . 2
While the Richards Cons ti tut ion was on trial, Nigerians
became politically minded .

Many of them who did not like the

1 Ibid, pp. 1312- 1313 .
2Parliamentary Debates: House of Connons, 5th Series,
Vol. 435, (His Majesty ' s Stationary Office, London, 19461947), p . 34.
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Ric,~rds Constitution bound themselves together as political
parties to fight more for Self - government .
political parties formed at this time .

There were three

One in the Eastern

Region called the National Council for Nigeria and the Cameroons.

This is the majority party in the Southern Regional

House of Assembly, and its President is Dr . Azikiwe, who was
Minister of Local Government .

The second party is the Action

Group in the Western Region.

It is the majority party in the

Regional House of Assembly and its leader is Mr . Awolowo , who
is also Minister of Local Government .

The third is the

Northern Peoples' Congress in the Northern Region .

Its leader

is the Sardauna of Sokoto, the Minister of Local Government •

1

The fact that Nigeria is ready for Self-government is
seen in the formation of political parties.

History teaches

that a country is ready for Self-government when she is politically matured when the citizens are awakened to recognize and oppose any sort of oppression s

The Nigerian politi-

cal parties have here demonstrated this by group political
opposition to what they feel will not benefit the country .
To begin with, the National Council for Nigeria and the
Cameroons early in 1948 asked for immediate conference to
talk about the Richards Constitution.

The Secretary of State

for the colonies then scheduled a conference to be held in
London in February 1948 ..
1 Ibid, pp . 73-72 ..

Before the delegates left for the
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scheduled London Conference the Nigerians showed their dislike
for the Richard Constitution by contributing
the delegates.

bl3,000 to help

When the National Council for Nigeria and the

Cameroons • delegates led by the Honorable Dr . Axikiwe appeared before the House of Commons they presented their dislikes
for the Constitution as follows: (1) A federal constitution
is imperative for Nigeria .

(2) The division of Nigeria in-

to regions ·which might make it hard for all Nigerians to cooperate in making plans for the general welfare of Nigeria
and Cameroons without regard to geographic position .

(3)

Nigerians are not well represented as they ought to be .
.

.

Finally, t h ey demanded Self- government for N1.geria now .

1

The Secretary of State for the colonies in answer to
this problem brought by the delegates for National Council
for Nigeria and the Cameroons said :
These are questions before the House, and cannot be
answered without thought . We shall schedule a meet ing early in 1950 for constitutional review at which
time we must have tried this present one . Also , we
have seen the great progress made by the Nigerian
leaders on the administrative staff , and the progress
made by the political parties in Nigeria in trying to
cooperate with the government in building up future
Nigeria . We shall c~nsider Nigeria's Self- government
as soon as possible .
In reply, Dr . Azikiwe said that care must be taken to
see that early consideration is given to Nigeria ' s Self1Towards Self-Government In The British Colonies,
(London, British Information Services, 1947-1948), pp . 21- 23 .
2 Ibid, p . 28.
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government to avoid any future troubles.

l

Before the close of the conference the Colonial Secretary announced another conference to take place in Ibadan in
July, 1950 , at which time plans should be made to revise the

present constitution.

2

On July 18, 1950 the scheduled Ibadan Conference opened
with a speech by Sir John Macpherson, G.C.M.G, Governor of
Nigeria .

In his speech he said:

"We wanted to try the

Richards Constitution for a period of ten years, but it has
worked so well, so we must now make a change in the constitution of Nigeria to increase native participation in the administrative system of the country, to prepare the country
for Self-government rr 3 During the conference many suggestions
were made as to how to revise the Richards Constitution.

The

natives who were present did not like the suggestions made
Man,.1 out of the political parties said that there was no need
for any further revision of constitution, bu~ for Nigeria to
get her Self-government now. 4 As there were many arguments
on ho •r to revise Richards Constitution, the Honorable Chief
Ao ovo , leader of the Action Group said:
1Great Britain, Official Report House of Lords 5th
Series, Vol. 175,_ (London, His Majestyt s Stationary &rrice,

1949-1950)
2

P• 3~e

Ibid, p. 39.

lrhe Nigeria Handbook, (Government Printer, Lagos, 1950)

p. 24 .

4
~, p.

25.
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governnent to avoid any future troubles . 1
Before the close of the conference the .Colonial Secretary announced another conference to take place in Ibadan in
July, 1950, at which time plans should be made to revise the
present constitution.

2

On July 18, 1950 the scheduled Ibadan Conference opened
with a speech by Sir John Macpherson, G. C.M.G , Governor of
Nigeria.

In his speech he said :

''We wanted to try the

Richards Constitution for a period of ten years, but it has
worke d so well, so we must now make a change in the consti tut ion of Nigeria to increase native participation in the administr a t ive system of the country, to prepare the country
for Self-government . 11 3

During the conference many suggestions

were made as to how to revise the Richards Constitution .

The

natives \·rho were present did not like the suggestions made.
Many out of the political parties said that there

·I as

no need

for any further revision of the constitution, but for Nigeria
to ge t her Self-government now .

4- As there were many arguments

on how to revise Richards Constitution, the Honorable Chief
Awolowo, leader of the Action Group said :

1Great Britain, Official Report , House of Lords 5th
Series, Vol . 175~ (London, His Majesty ' s Stationary ~ffice ,
1949-1950), p . 3~ .
2
Ibid, p . 39 .
3~ Nigeria Handbook , (Government Printer, Lagos, 1950)
p . 24-.
4Ibid, p . 25.
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Ue the Nigerians want complete independence now
so that we may be able to fully educate more of
our young people to take their seats in the administrative system of the country. The fact
that we are ready for Self-government has been
demonstrated by the leadership of the Nigerian
participants in the Government of Nigeria. In
short, West Africa is ready for Self-government,
for the Gold Coast Prime Hinister has demon1
strated that Africa can be governed by Africans.
At the close of the meeting it was agreed upon that
another council be scheduled for January, 1951 to be held
in Ibadan.
drawn.

During this time a new constitution must be

2

B.
As

Education
stated at the beginning of this chapter the ten year

development plan provided for funds to develop Nigeria's
educational program.

This development plan as stated at the

beginning of this chapter is the development growing out of the
Richards Constitution..

The first thing that was done was to

set up a program for mass education.

All private schools

were asked to try to meet the standards as set by the education department, so as to receive government grants in aid.
All teacher training colleges were asked to double the enrollment of their students so that by 1953 there would be
enough teachers to begin mass education.

The Nigerian govern-

ment then went a little further to establish more teacher
1 Ibid, p. 30.
2

Ibid, p. 36 ..
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training colleges.

1

While trying to develop elementary and secondary schools
t e National Council for Nigeria and the Cameroons asked for
an institut ion of higher learning.

The British gave atten~ion

to request nade by the l ational Council for I igeria and the
Cancroons, and an emergency grant of n1,500,ooo was made from
tte colonial development and Welfare Fund to set up a Universi ty College at Ibadan.

On March 25, 1948 the first ITigerio.n

Univ ersity had its formal opening .

On April 1, 1948, the fi-

na. nces of the college came under the control of the Provisional. University College Council, and the government of Hi cria

voted st-i.ms for recurrent expendi turc and for an endo11nnent
fund.

2

The increasing awareness of the need for adult education, qnd particularly adult literacy, persuaded Nigerian
leaders to vote money for it, and the political parties in
Nigeria placed adult education in their plans.

In each of

the Regions the drive towards mass literacy became a keen

one, and special duties officers were appointed to campaign
by the Education Department . 3
1constitutional Progress In The Federation of Nigeria,
(London, Central Office of Information, 1947-194"SJ, p . 15
House of Commons 5th Series
Vol . 473, (His Majesty ' s Stationary Office , London , 19492Parliamentary Debates :

1950),

p.

146 .

3Ibid, p . 147.
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C.

Health

The Richards Constitution provided for development in the
public health of Nigeria ~ To carry out the provisions of this
Constitution, Ibadan University personnel were asked to see
to it that the medical department be strengthened so as to be
able to train many medical doctors as soon as possible to care
for the health of those in the rural areas as well as the urban.

1

During the academic year 1950-1951 Dr. Kenneth Mellanby,

O.B.E., the Principal of Ibadan University, made a commend-

-

able address in ·which he made strong remarks concerning the
high quality of work being done by the medical department
at Ibandan University.

In his speech he said 14 candidates

were presented for the second M.B. degree examination and 12
passed creditably in Anatomy and Physiology - a higher proportion than might have been expected in England.
cluding his speech he said:

In con-

"Our aim is to produce many

medical doctors in .Nigeria and thereby help prepare Nigeria
for Self -government. 112
D.

Communication and Transportation

Richards Constitution provided for development in
communication and transportation.

As stated in the first

part of this chapter the Constitution carried within it a ten

1Great Britain, Official Reports, House .Qt Lords, Vol.
170, (London, His Majesty's Stationary Office, 1947-1948),
p. 33.
2

Ibid, p. 34.
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year development plan and communication and transportation
were among the phases of the developments .

l

Radio broadcasts of Nigeria from Lagos started in 191+'? ..
They

were organized by the Public Relations Department and

w~_e sent out on a transmitter provided by the Posts and
Telegraphs Department .

Although much of the equipment was

improvised and reception was poor in some areas, the broadcas t was heard in many parts of the country and were quite
popular .

2

1ext the government started the improvement of roads by
paving all the major highways .

More motor roads were con-

structed to facilitate travel and trade

Better and more

comfortable train coaches were imported to Nigeria and busses
came into wide use in cities of Nigeria . 3
On January 1 7 1947 the Constitution introduced by Sir
Richards came into operation.

Sir Richards, then Gover nor

of Nigeria~ felt that the Nigerians who were serving as
district officers, education officers , in the administrative
staff and other departments bad done creditable jobs and that
the Constitution should be changed to provide for more native
1Parliamentary Debates - Special Report House of Commons,
5th Series , Vol . 472, (His Majesty's Stationary Office, London, 1949-1950), p . 1962.
2

Ibid , p . 196 3.

3Great Britain Colonial Report, (His Majesty's Sta. tionary, London, 19~7-1950), P e 27.
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participation and hence he introduced this Constitution.
This Constitution carried within it a ten year development
plan in:

education, public health, communication and trans-

portation.1
Nigeria is ready for Self-government as stated in the
first part of this chapter in that she has accomplished most
of what it takes for a country to be independent.

Nigeria

has political parties who have awakened to realize that they
need to be free in order to be able to better develop the
country.

History as we see teaches that a country is ready

for Self-government when she is political~y matured, to reject oppression.
As we look through the provisions of the Richards Constitution, regarding the ten year development plan we see
great advances made in the development in education, public
health, communication and transportation.
l Ibid, pp. 28-31.

CHAPTER IV
SUCCESS OF AFRICANIZATION IN NIGERIA BROUGHT
ABOUT CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES IN 1951-1953 WHICH
SHCMS DEVELOPMENTS IN:
ADMINISTRATIVE PROGRESS, EDUCATION, AND AGRICULTURE
A.

Administrative Progress

In Chapter III we saw that a Conference was scheduled
to be held at Ibadan, the largest city in Nigeria in January,

1951, at which time a new Constitution should be drawn.

On

January 11, 1951, in a General Conference at Ibadan of 53
membe. , all except three of whom were Nigerians, drew up a
report ma.king recomnendations for the new Constitution.
These recommendations were substantially those which would
be embodied in the Constitution and which would come into
force on 29th June, 1951.

Finally, it was suggested that

His Majesty 1 s Government would study these recot1IJ1endations
and

acceptable rould agree to their coming into force in
1
June, 1951.
Early in Jtne the.recommendations of the General Conference were accepted, and a new Constitution was promulgated
on June 29 , 1951, as a result of the progress of Africanization in Nigeria .

The 1951 Constitution which was introduced

under the governorship of Sir John Macpherson G.C.M.G. and
1colonial Office, The Colonial Territories, Vol. XXI
(London, Her Majesty's Stationary Office, 1951-1952), p. 29.
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backed by him provided for fuller participation by Nigerians
in the shaping of Government policy than the Richards Constitution .

It provided for fuller participation by Nigerians

in the direction of executive government action in a Central
Council of Ministers and in Regional Executive Councils; for
the introduction of a universal system of indirect elections;
for the creation of three larger and more representative
Regional Legislatures with powers of legislation on a prescribed range of subJects , and of the House of Representatives, an enlarged central legislature with full powers of
1
legislation on all subjects .
Except in Lagos where elections to the Western House of
Assembly were direct, elections to the Regional Houses of
Assembly were through electoral colleges .

In the Eastern

and ·western Regions all adult taxpayers who were British
subjects or British protected persons were qualified to vote .
In the Northern Regions only males with qualifications were
entitled to vote .

2

The regional legislatures consisted of a House of Assemly in the East , and a House of Chiefs and a House of Assembly in the North and West .

The regional bodies selected

from their members those who were to sit in the House of

1 Ibid, p . 30 .
2ParliaBentary Debates: House of Commons Vol . 193
5th Series, (London, Her Majesty ' s Stationary Office, 1951-

1952), p . 42

Representatives which comprises, in addition to the President,

148 members:

68 from the North, 34 from the East and 34 from

the West , 6 ex officio members and 6 members appointed by the
Governor to represent interests or communities not otherwise
adequately represented .
staff were Nigerians .

A majority of the administrative

1

At the inaugural session of the House of Representatives the Governor of Nigeria , Sir John Nacpherson described
the new Constitution as a "great adventure"

He underlined

the fact that the changes that had taken place were not the
result of violence, turbulence and abuse, but represented
the unmistakable verdict of the people, who preferred a constructive effort toward progress .

In a further statement

he said that the Nigerians wanted Self - government a·nd that
with such peaceful progress that he had no doubt that she
2
would accomplish her aims soon .
Early in 1952, two of the political parties, the
National Council for

igeria and the Cameroons and the Action

Group asked the Colonial Office for a conference which was
scheduled for April , 1952 in London .

The delegates out of

these two parties appeared in London in April, 1952 and demanded Self-government now

The spokesmen for them, Dr .

l .ll21Ji' p • 44

2Great Britain, Official Report, House of Lords, 5th
Series, Vol. 176, (London, Her Majesty ' s Stat i onary Office,
1952), p . 33 .
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Azikiwe, said that the time had come for Nigeria to get her
Self-government because her sons and daughters have worked
faithfully in all phases of administrative positions given
them. 1 The Secretary of State for the Colonies in reply
said:
It is true that Nigeria has shown evidences of
political maturity, and can be said to be partially
ready for Self-government. His Majesty I s Government will take time to study the situation and will
be prepared to give Nigeria a reply concerning t~e
question of Self-government as soon as possible.
At the end of the London Conference it was decided that
the next conference should be held in Lagos, the capital of
Nigeria in June, 1952.

3

On June 10, 1952 the scheduled conference started in
Lagos and the Governor of Nigeria, Sir John Macpherson G.C.MeG.
opened the meeting by saying that of all British colonies that
Nigeria had been the only one to show such rapid political
progress and that be was prepared to say that it would be possible for Nigeria to get her Self-government in 1956 or earli-

er if Her Majesty's Government would consider that.

The

Colonial Secretary in response said the constitutional changes
had driven Her Majesty's Government to a corner where she now
1 Ibid, p. 31t-.

4rowards Self-Government In The British Colonies, (London,
British Information Services, 195°2r; p. 23e

3Ibid, p. 24.
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realizes that these changes are steps toward Self-government.

1

As one looks through the net work of this study one finds
out that the changes in each of these two constitutions paved
the way to more Africanization in Nigeria, and, that more
Africanization means a strong drive towards Self-government.
This can be seen through the fact that each time there is a
change in the Constitution more Nigerians are allowed to
participate in shaping the Government.

2

In a call meeting

held in Lagos in August, 1952, the Honorable Chief Bode Thomas
said:
The constitutional changes have been blessing to us
and our children for now we look forward to freedom.
The British have been good to us and we shall always remember them, but don't want any other foreign
power to rule us. We have started on our way to
Self - government and we must get it.j
In the meeting, it was suggested that the development
plan should be carried on as fast as possible in order to
better prepare Nigeria for Self-government.

The question of

when JTigeria should receive her Self-government came up and
His Excellency the Governor of Nigeria, Sir John Macpherson,
said:
fe need more educated men and women of Nigeria who
will be able to govern the country when the British
hand over the program of administration to the Nigerians . I think that we will be safe to say that 4
Nigeria should be ready for Self-government in 1956.

1Great Britain, Official Report House of Lords, 5th
Series, Vol. 179, (London, Her Majesty's Stationary Office,

1952), p. 995.
2
Ibid, p. 997.
3Ibid, p. 998.
4Ibid, p. 999
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At the close of the meeting, the Colonial Secretary said
that the present constitution would be tried until late 1953,
before any further changes will be made.

The delegates then

agreed to meet on December 16, 1953 in London to talk about
the revision of Nigeria's Constitution. 1
On December 14, 1953 the London Conference met as it was
scheduled but decisions were not made as to what to do to the
Constitution of Nigeria which was introduced during the time
of Sir Macpherson.

The House finally came to an agreement to

meet again on February 25, 1954 in Lagos at which time more
Nigerians would be present and their reactions towards the
constitutional changes could be studied. 2
B.

Education

Western and Eastern Nigeria, aware of the fact that Nigeria is nearing the state of getting her Self-government
and knowing very well that the Northerners are yet behind in
education, tried to speak for them

In the London Conference

of 1952 as we saw in the first part of this chapter, Mr. Ralph
Morley asked the Secretary of State for the colonies if his
attention had been drawn to the backward state of education
in Northern Nigeria compared with the Eastern and Western
. 1Great Britain Official Report, House of Lords 5th
Series, Vol. 182, (tondon, Her Majesty s Stationary Office,
1952-1953), p. 653.
2

Ibid, p.

655.
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regions, and what steps he proposed to take to remedy this.

1

In answer to this question Hr. Oliver Lytlelton, then Secretary of State for the Colonies said:
Yes, Sir. To foster the progress of the ten year
development plan as stated in the constitution, we
will see to it that more schools be established in
the Northern Nigeria as soon as possible. The main
need is for many more trained teachers. The current programne, stated in 1948, is designed to provide enough teachers to double the nunber of
children in Primary Schools in Northern Nigeria by
the end of 1953. Also the training of non- 2raduate
Secondary School teachers is now beginning.
Towards the ending of 1953 more schools were built in
Northern Nigeria .

On the whole strong plans were made by the

government . to promote the educational standard of the country.
More teacher training colleges were then being built, with
the intention of establishing more schools to foster the program of mass education in Nigeria.

Compulsory education in

Nigeria was planned to begin in 1955.

c.

3

Agriculture

During the years 1951-1953 attention was paid to developments of mechanized system of agriculture.

Plans were made

to encourage local farmers, by making it possible for agricultural officers to be visiting the farmers and giving them
1

Ibid, p. 34.

2

Great Britain, Official Renort, House of Lords 1 5th
Series, Vol. 179, (London, Her Majesty's Stationary Office,

1952), p. 995.

3 Ibid, p. 996.
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helpful suggestions .

Young men in schools were then encourag-

ed to attend Agricultural Schools .
several Agricultural Centers .

The government established

The main idea in supporting

this program of agriculture is to have enough food for Nigeria
and extra to export to increase the economic standard of the
country • 1
Along with this program, canning was also encouraged so
as to be able to preserve the foods in much modern ways for
consumption in the country and for export.

Many local farmers

learned to use oil pressing machinery which reduced the work
of oil pressing and kernnel cracking .

2

Further more the 1951 Constitution provided for better
ways of farming and the use of tractors .
The i951 Constitution introduced under the Governorship
of Sir Macpherson provided for more native participation
than the Richards Constitution.

Due to the question of when

Nigeria should get her Self- government, there were many conferences held between 1951 and 1953 .

At the inaugural ses-

sion of the House of Representatives the Governor of Nigeria,
Sir John Macpherson described the 1951 Constitution as a
great adventure .

He

also showed his concern for the progress

of Nigeria by saying that he had no doubts that Nigeria would
1
constitutional Progress in the Federation of Nigeria,
(London, Central Office of Information, 1953), p . 45.
2

Ibid, p . 4-8 .
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soon get her Self-government since she had cooperated with
the British ui thout violence or abuse .

The 1951- 53 Consti-

tution showed remarkable improvements also in agriculture and
education.

CHAPTER V
1954 CONSTITUTION AS AN AMENDMENT OF
1951 CONSTITUTION, ~HCM DEVELOPMENTS IN:
ADMINISTRATIVE PROGRESS, EDUCATION, AND rr SHOtlS
PROPOOALS FOR THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
A. Administrative Progress

On February 25, 1954 the scheduled Lagos Conference
opened for the discussion on the constitutional review.
Suggestions were made by the delegates after which Sir
Macpherson, the Governor of Nigeria suggested that the
1951 Constitution be amended instead of redrawing a new
constitution.

The delegates finally accepted the gover-

nor's suggestion and drafted the amendments to the Constitution.

The Colonial Secretary suggested that the new

constitution (the amended) become effective on October l,
1954, it was agreed upon by the delegates and that closed
.
l
the mee t ing .
On October 1, 1954, the new constitution came into
force.

Under this amended constitution, Nigeria was called

the Federation of Nigeria.

Of the two parts of the Cameroons

under United Kingdom trusteeship, the Northern continued to
be administered as part of the ·Northern region, but the
Southern was administered as quasi-federal territory by a
1Parliamentary Debates: House of Commons, 5th Series,
Vol. 520, (London, Her Majesty's Stationary 1 s Office, 19531954), p . 273.
46
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commissioner under the governor -general.

The legislature

separately elected , had exclusive power of legislation on
external affairs, defense and certain other defined matters
and concurrent power with regional legislatures in others.
In the federal government the Council of Ministers was retained with three ex-officio members and ten ministers
{three from each region and one from Southern Cameroons).
The Eastern and Western regions no longer had ex-officio
members in their executive councils.

The leader of the

majority party in each region was styled premier.

The Con-

stitution was then planned to be reviewed by a similar conference such as the Lagos and London Conferences not later
than August, 1956 at which time any region that is ready
1
for Self-government may get it.
This Constitution of 1954 is marked with great advances
in the preparation for Nigeria's Self-government.

It pro-

vided for greater number of Nigerians to participate in the
shaping of the government.

To the Nigerians it meant prac-

tice of how to administrate in the event that Nigeria gets
her Self-government in 1956. 2
Richards Constitution which divided Nigeria into regions has here reached a compromise with the native opposition by the creation of a federation of Nigeria in the con-

1Parliamentary Debates: House of Commons, 5th Series,
Vol. 521 , (London, Her Majesty's Stationary Office, 19531954), pp . 130-131.
2

Ibid, p. 1973.,

l+8
stitution of 195l+.

Federation here means a cooperative pro-

gram in which the different regions of Nigeria have a central
house of assembly 1 of which The Honorable Dr . Aziki't•re is the
1
Central Premier .

B. Education
To further the course of the constitutional changes,
more elementary and secondary schools were established in
both urban and rural areas as a step to mass education in Nigeria .

At the same time Mission Schools and other private

schools came under the control of the Nigerian Government,
and the powers of these private schools were limited in
formulating rules and regulations for the schools . 2
More buildings were erected on the cam.pus of the Ibadan
University, and more school equipment was supplied the University in 1954.

3

Since educat~on seems to be the greatest question for
Nigeria ' s Self-government, the Nigerian Government, apart
from trying to educate young people set up a strong program
for adult education . 4

C. Proposals for the Future Development in Nigeria
At the Lagos Conference, held on February,

1954, at

which time the 19·54 Constitution was drawn, the following

1 Ibid, p . 177l+.
2

Nigeria Order in Council, Part I . , (London, Her
Majesty 1 s StationaryOffice, 1954), p. 23 .
3Ibid, p ~ 2l+.

4

Ibid, p. 26.
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proposals were made for the betterment of the Future of Nigeria:
Health
1.

Plan to develop dispensaries into rural areas of Nigeria

2.

To build more hospitals and train more medical doctors.

3.

To train at least 550 qualified nurses and midwives
grade one by 1956.

4.

To provide better water supply in rural areas.

Education

5.

Compulsory education to begin in 1955.

6.

Plan for more teacher training colleges to be established.

7. Plan to set up three more universities for Nigeria.
8.

To provide better facilities for adult education .

Communication and Transportation

9.

Plan to use n 16,000,000 to develop the Nigerian railway.

10. Plan for more and better air fields.
11. Plan for more airplanes and transportation within Nigeria.
12. Plans to pave all streets in cities and towns .

1

The 1954 Constitution provided for a greater number of
Nigerians to participate in the shaping of the government .

It

was also marked with great advances in the preparation for Nigeria's Self-government .

The 1954 Constitution was an amend-

ment to the 1951 Constitution.

Under the amended constitu-

tion, Nigeria was called Federation of Nigeriao
1~eport ]2z the Resumed Conference .Qil the Nigerian Constitution, (London, Her Majesty 1 s Stationary Office, 195'l+Y,
pp. 21-26 .
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Bet~een 1953 and 1954, 35 British officials resigned
from their duties as administrative staff and education officers because they could not bear the rivalry of the natives
in the offices.

On the other hand, this action of the Bri-

tish officials along with the coming of Nigeria's Self-government in 1956, which will mean administration in the hands of
the natives, will without doubt bring to a close white man's
rule in Nigeria.
The ans •rer to the question of whether or not white man
is through in Nigeria is best seen in the attitudes of the
administrative staff in Nigeria.

Between 1953 and 1954

35

British officials resigned their offices in opposition to
the great number of the natives assuming duties in the offices formerly designed for Europeans.

In Lagos area ten

resigned in the education department, because Nigerians
were being made education officers.

In Lagos area five

adnin:.strative staff resigned when the number of Nigerians
outnumbered that of the whites.

In Ibandan area ten re-

signed from the House of Representatives when the nunber
of Nigerians outnumbered that of the Europeans.
Eastern

In the

egion ten Europeans who could not wait to have na-

tives as heads in the Eastern House of Assembly resigned.
When these officials resigned from their offices Nigerians
were taken to replace them.

Since greater number of Ni-

gerians are taking their places now in the administrative
system in Nigeria, Sir Abayomi predicted that by 1956 when
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Nigeria gets her Self-government that very few or no Europeans ·would like to be in the off ices with the Nigerians •

1

On the other hand if Nigeria gets her Self-governnent
it means the end of white man's rule in Nigeria.

In the

case for the Action Group Mr. Bamishe, manager of the Action
Group said:
out]'

2

11

Give us Self-government and the white man is

Adu, a private politician said:

"The day of the white

man is gone, and the black man must take his place as ruler
of the white man in Nigeria. 113
Richards Constitution which divided Nigeria into regions has here reached a compromise with the Native opposition by the creation of a Federation of Nigeria in the Constitution of

1954. Federation here means a cooperative pro-

gram in which the different regions of Nigeria have a central house of assembly, of which The Honorable Dr . Azikiwe
is the central Premier.

Through this program, Nigeria wants

to achieve the dominion status, which will mean that the
Europeans will no longer have the control of the political
. n·
.
4
ru 1 e in
.111geria.

1The British Colonies, (British Information Services,
Washington, n.c., 1954), p . 7.
2

Agunbiade Bamishe, The Case for the Action Group
(African Press, Ltd., Ibandan, 19541," ~ 2 .

3 Ibid, p . 4.
l+Ibid, pp . 5-6.

CHAPTER VI
SUMHARY AND CONCLUSION
In the course of this study , the writer has endeavored
to reveal analytically , the progress of Africanization in
Nigeria.

It was found that the Richards Constitution which

came into operation on January 1, 1947 provided for the
first time opportunities for Nigerians to participate fully
in shaping up the governmente

It was found that the consti-

tution set up three Regions for Nigeria which the Nigerian
leaders did not like.
It was found that during the year 1947 three political
parties were organized which are:

National Council for Ni-

geria and Cameroons headed by Dr . Azikiwe, Action Group
headed by Chief Awolowo, and the Northern Peoples I Congress
headed by Sardauna of Sokoto.

It was found that Nigeria is

ready for Self-government in that the Nigerians in the administr~tive staff have proved themselves to be worthy
leaders.

Also, the formation and the activities of the

political parties show that Nigeria is ready for Self - government .

It was found that there was progress made in educa-

tion, health, communication and transportation .
It was found that a new constitution which provided
for greater number of Nigerians to participate fully in the
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shaping of the government was introduced in 1951 .

It was

found that the 1951 Constitution was introduced under the
governorship of Sir John Macpherson, who showed much concern in the progress of Nigeria .

The 1951 Constitution pro-

vided for the developments in setting up a program for adult
education, the establishing of more teacher training colleges,
and the introduction of a mechanized system of agriculture.
It was found that on October l , 1954 a new constitution
became effective .

This constitution was an amendment to the

1951 Constitution, in which Nigeria was called the Federation
of Nigeria.

It provided for greater number of Nigerians to

participate in the shaping of the government.
It was found that between 1953 and 1954, that 35 British officials resigned from their duties as administrative
staff and education officers, because they could not bear
the rivalry of the natives in the offices.

On the other hand,

this action of the British officials along with the coming of
Nigeria's Self-government in 1956 , which will mean administration in the hands of the natives, will without doubt bring to
a close white man 1 s rule in Nigeria e
In light of the writer's study concerning the different
views of some African, soIJe American and some British writers
about whether or not Nigeria is ready for Self-government now
it is his belief that Nigeria is ready for Self - government
nm, or never .

It is the contention of the writer that Nigeria

has enough educated citizens to govern the country if she gets
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her Self-government now, and will gradually educate more
citizens to take their seats in the administrative system
of the country.

It is a further contention of the writer

that the fact that the Nigerians who were given a chance in
the administrative system proved themselves able leaders,
has brought about changes in the Constitution of Nigeria
He also believes that these changes in the Constitution
have helped in the rapid developments in education, agriculture, healthi communication and transportation.
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APPENDIX I
THE NIGERIA CONSTITUTION, 1951
MEMBERSHIP OF THE COUNCILS

-The Council -of Ministers

His Excellency the G9vernor

The Honorable the Chief Secretary to the government
His Honor the Lieutenant - Governor, Northern Region
His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor, Western Region
His Honor tho Lieutenant- Governor

Eastern Region

The Honorable the Attorney-General
The Honorable ~h~Financial Secretary
'
The Minister
of Social Services

The Honorable Shettima Kashim M.B~E., M.H.R.
?

The Minister of Labor
The Honorable S. L. Akintola, M.H.R.
The 1·.inister of Lands, Survey and Local Development
The Honorable Okoi Arikpo, H. H.R.
The Minister of Works
The Honorable :t-: A.T. Balewa, O.B.E., M.H.R.
The Minister of Communications
The Honorable Chief Arthur Prest, M.H.R.
The Minister of Commerce and Industries
The Honorable A.

c. N"wapa, M.H.R.
60
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The Minister of Natural Resources
The Honorable M. Mohammadu Ribadu, M.B.E., M.H.R.
The Minister of Mines and Power
The Honorable Eni Njoku, M.H.R.
The Minister of Transport
The Honorable Chief Bode Thomas, M.H.R.
Ministers without Portfolio
Emir of Katsina,
Alhaji the Honorable Usuman Nagogo, C.B E., M.H.R.
Oni of Ife,
The Honorable Sir Adesoji Aderemi, K.B.E ., C.M.G.,
M.H .R.
The Honorable Dr. E. M. L. Endeley, M.H.R.
The Privv Council
His Excellency The Governor
His Honor The Lieutenant - Governor, Northern Region
His Honor The Lieutenant - Governor, Western Region
His Honor The Lieutenant- Governor, Eastern Region
The Honorable The Chief Secretary to the Government
The Honorable The Attorney-General
The Inspector- General of Medical Services
The Honorable Abu Bakar Tafawa Balewa, O.B.E.
The Honorable Obi Arikpo
Sir Kofo A. Abayomi, K.B.E .

E. A. Carr, Esq ., C M.G.
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Northern Region Executive Council
His Honor The Lieutenant-Governor, Northern Region
The Civil Secretary
The Legal Secretary
The Financial and Development Secretary
The Minister of Community Development
The Honorable Malam Bello Kano, M.H.R.
The Minister of Natural Resources, Walim of Bornu
The Honorable Muhammad, M.H.R.
The Hinister of Social Services, Hakaman of Bida
The Honorable Aliyu, M.H.R.
The Minister of Works, Sardaunan of Sokoto
The Honorable Ahmadu, M.H.R.
The Minister of Public Health
The Honorable Malam Yahaya Ilorin, M.H.R ..
The Minister of Local Industries
The Honorable P. S. Achimugu, M.H.R.
C. V. Williams , Esq.

The Sultan of Sokoto
Sir Abubaka , K.B.E.

The Emir of Zaria
Ja ' afru, C.B.E., M.H.R.
Western Region Executive Council
His Honor The Lieutenant-Governor, Western Region
The Civil Secretary
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The Legal Secretary •
The Financial Secretary
The Development Secretary
The Minister of Local Government
The Honorable Obafemi Awolowo, M.H.R.
The Minister of Education
The Honorable S . 0. Awaka.ya, M.H .. R.
The Minist~r of Public Works
The Honorable E. A. Babalola, M.H.R.
The Min. ster of Public Heal th

The Honorable S.

o.

Ighodaro, M.H.R

The Min~ster of Agriculture and Natural Resources .
The Honorable A. M. A. Akinloye
The Minister of Lands
The Honorable J . F . Odunjo
The Minister of Local Development
The Honorable Chief

c. D. Akran

E. A. Carr, Esq ., C. M. G.
Ministers Without Portfolio
Olowo of Owo
The Honorable Olagbegi II
Odemo of Ishara
The Honorables. Akinsanya
Eastern Region Executive Council
His Honor The Lieutenant - Governor, Eastern Region
The Civil Secretary
The Legal Secretary

The Financial Secretary
The Development Secretary
The Minister of Natural Resources
The Honorable Professor Eyolta, M.H.R.
The Minister of Works
The Honorables. T. Muna, :M.H.R.
The Minister of Local Goverrwent
The Honorable E. I. Oki
The Minister of Lands and Survey
The Honorables. W. Ubani-Ukoma
..

The Minister of Public Health
The Honorable S. J. Una
The Minister of Education
The Honorable R. I. Uzoma
Ministers Without Portfolio
The Honorable M. C. Awgu
The Honorable Dr. M. I. Okpara, M.H.R.
The Honorable R. J. E. Koripamo, M.. H.R.
Brigadier E. J. Gibbons

C.B .. E •

.I!:lli, Public Service Commission

Chairman
Sir Sydney Phillipson, C.lvf.G.
Members
J. K. Buchanan, Esq.

Dr • S • L • A • Manuwa , O. B.E •
A.H. Couzens, Esq.
T. V. Scrivener, Esq.
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Secretary
N.

c.

Levy, Esq.

Matters with respect to which a Regional Legislature may make
laws*
1.

Agriculture

2.

Animal heal th

3.

Fisheries

4.

Forestry

5. The development, regulation and supervision of local industries.

6.

Cooperative Societies

7. Social Welfare
8.

Education

9.

Acquisition of rights in land within the Region by persons other than Nigerians

10. Compulsory acquisition of land
11. Customary land tenures
12. Lands and buildings vested in any Region
13 . Land settlement
14. Rent of lands and buildings

15.

Conservation of soil and water resources

16. Survey of land (but not including the profession of surveyor
17. Regional Public Works
18. Town and Country planning e
19. The public service of the Regions to such extent (if any)
as the Governor acting in his discretion, may be regula-
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tions prescribed.
*Third Schedule:

1951 .

Nigeria (constitution) Order in Council ,

1

APPEND IX II
Population of Principal Towns (over 20 , 000) ( ' OOO ' s)
Northern Region
Gus1.u •• • ••• • 40
Ilorin •• •• •• 41
Jos . .. •.....

39

Kaduna •••••• 29
Kano •• • •••• 131
Ka tsina • •••• 53
Nguru •• ••••• 23
Of""~~• • ••• • ••
Okcnc •• •••• •

Sokoto ••••••

YEr 1 • • ••••
Za1• i::i. • • ••••

21

~i
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+fi

Western Region

Eastern Region

Ikioun •• • •• 26
Iles ha • •••• 72
Akure • . ... 39 Illa ••• • ••• 26
Benin City 54 Ilo bu •••••• 38
Ilora •••• • • 26
Ede •••••••
Iseyin ••••• 50
Fiditi. •••
Gbongam ••• 20 Iwo •• • . • ••• 100
Ibadan •.• 460 Lagos ••• • • • 272
Ife . ..... 111 ifushin ••••• 32
Ijebu Igbo 24 Ogbomosho . 136
Ijebu Ode 28 Ondo •••••• 36
Ikare ••••• 25 Oshogbo •• _. 123
Ikenne •.•• 36 O·wo
31
Ikirc • • ••• 20 Oyo • •• •• •• • 72
Sapele ••••• 33
Shagamu •••• 30
Shaki. ••••• 23

Abeokuta •• 82
Ado • • •• • •• 25

~[

e •••••••

2

APPEIIDIX III
Governor - General and Governors
The London Conference agreed to recommend that i n view
of the proposed considerable enhancement of the responsibilities of Regional Governments and the status of Lieutenant Governors, the Regional Lieutenant - Governors should in future
be styled Governor ~General .

The Secretary of State informed

1
The IH~eria Handbook, (Government Printer , Lagos ,
Nigeria, 195 ), pp . 279- 300 .
2
Ibid, p . 292 .
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the London Conference that this was a question on which he
could not commit He;r Majesty ' s Government without consul ting
his colleagues and taking Her Majesty's pleasure (Paragraph

9 of Comd. 8934).
The Secretary of State announced at the resumed conference that he had consulted his colleagues and taken Her
Majesty's pleasure and that the changes recommended would
.
1
be as soon as the amended constitution came into force .
APPENDIX IV
.I!!§. Regional Governments and Their Powers -

12.21- 1954

Under t e present constitution the Regional Governments
may make laws on certain specific subjects, while th€ Centre
legislates on all others.

In other words, residual legisla-

tive power rests with the Centre .
will reverse this:

The amended constitution

apart from the subjects which are defined

as being within the Federal Government ' s preserve, and those
on which t1e Centre and Regions can legislate concurrently
(federal law prevailing in cases of dispute), the Regions
alone can rua{e laws on all other matters .
The composition of the Regional Government is to be as
follows:
(1)

The lorthern Region
This 1il

comprise:

The Governor as President
All First Class Chiefs
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37 other chiefs

1 Adviser on ~oslem Law
Those members of the Executive Council who are members
of the Northern House of Assembly (these will not have
a vote).

Provisions will be made for a Deputy Presi-

dent to be appointed by the Governor in his discretion.
(2)

lorthern House of Assembly
This will consist of:
A presidented by the Governor in his discretion.
4 official members

90 elected members
Up to 10 Special Members appointed by the Governor to
represent interests or communities not otherwise adequately represented .
Provision will be made for the appointment of a Deputy
President as above from the members of the House of
Assembly.
The Executive Council
The principal policy instrument, the Executive Council, will
comprise:
The Governor as President

3 ex-officio members (the Civil Secretary, the Financial
Secretary, the Attorney General)
13 Regional Ministers, one of whom shall be Premier .
Not less than 2 or more than 4 of the Regional Ministers
will be appointed from first class chiefs, and other
chiefs who are members of the Northern House of Chiefs

'
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the rest being appointed from the elected and special
members of the
~

orthern House of Assembly .

Western Region
The Western Region too will retain its bicameral legisla-

ture, but this will no longer include official members .

Its

opposition will be:
(1)

-The Western House -of Chiefs
A President

Up to 50 head and other chiefs
Up to 4 spe cial members who will be chiefs nominated by
the Governor in Council
Those meCTbers of the Western Region Executive Council
1ho

are member s of the Western House of Assembly (they

will not have a vote) .
The President and a Deputy President will be elected by
the House
(2)

The Western House of Assembly
This will comprise:
A Speaker

80 elected members
Up to 3 special members appointed by the Governor to
represent interests or communities not otherwise adequat ely represented .

The speaker and a Deputy speaker

will be elected by the House .
The \·Jestern Region Executive Council
This principal instrument of policy will consist of:
The Governor as President
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Not less than 9 Regional Ministers (one of whom will be
Premier).
3 of the Regional Ministers ·will be appointed from among

the Head and other chiefs of the Western House of Chiefs
and the rest from among the elected and special members
of the Western House of Assembly.
~

Eastern Region
The Eastern Region will retain its single chamber legisla-

ture but this, as in the Western Region, will no longer include official members.

It will also no longer contain special

members.
Its composition will be:
Eastern House of Assembly
A Speaker

84 El8cted members
Th~ Speaker and Deputy Speaker will be appointed by the
Governor after consultant with the leaders of the parties
represented in the Housee
The Eastern Region Executive Council
This body, the main instrument 0£ policy, will consist
of: The Governor as President
Not less than 9 ministers
(1 being Premier) appointed from among the elected members of Eastern House of Assembly . l
1 Ibid, p. 296.

